
1.  

Create a Globus Collection[SELF SERVICE]

Login to  and click “Endpoints” on the left sidebar.globus.org

2. Type “HMS-RC” in the search box and press Enter. The HMS RC globus public endpoint will appear. Click on the endpoint name to bring up
the Endpoint overview page.

3. On the endpoint overview page, you’ll be able to see all the public details regarding the endpoint. Click on “Open in File Manager” on the top 
right of the endpoint overview page and login with your HMS ID if prompted. You are already logged in if you are not prompted for a username 
and password.

http://globus.org


4. By logging in with your HMS ID you are ‘activating’ the endpoint for 24 hours and making it possible to share data. You will only be able to 
share datasets that your HMS ID has access to on o2.

5. You will be presented with all the available filesystems on o2 after logging in with your HMS ID

6. You can now search for the dataset you would like to share. You can choose to navigate using the folder structure, or type the path of your
dataset in the ‘Path’ search bar and click Enter. In my example below I am navigating to my scratch 3 user directory /n/scratch3/users/s/sb561/



7. Pick a directory to share and click the share button. In my example below I am sharing the my_data directory.

8. This will bring you to the collections page. Click on “Add a Guest Collection” in order to share a dataset. Globus refers to shares as
“collections”.

9. Clicking on Add a Guest Collection will bring you to the ‘Create a new Guest Collection' page where you will be able to add extra info and
name your collection.

Path: This is the path to your dataset. I recommend creating a new folder and sharing that if you are receiving data from outside collaborators.
 This is what your users will see when you add them to your collection. This is visible only to the users that you provide Share Display Name:

access to.
useful to have a small description but entirely optionalDescription: 

 no need to add keywords. Leave this blank in almost all casesKeywords:

After you click on ‘Create Share’ you will be brought to the ‘Permissions’ tab for your newly created collection. By default your globus id will be 
listed for READ and WRITE access since you are the owner.



10. Click on “ ” to begin adding globus id for access.Add Permissions - Share With

11. Search for your collaborators globus id and click on the user:

12. You can choose to notify your collaborator of their access or just provide access without notifying. Click on  to finishAdd Permission
providing access.



If you are  data on o2, make sure you provide the user with . Otherwise read access is fine if your collaborator just needs receiving write access
to transfer the data.

Your collaborator will see the collection in the ‘Shared with me’ tab in the Endpoints page.
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